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Special Offer for MBCIA Members
Receive Nearly 80% Off
The Land Court Reporter

FIVE REASONS TO SUBSCRIBE
•

Expert commentary unavailable elsewhere

•

Indispensable subject matter indices
for your research

•

Essential information for building
commissioners and inspectors

•

Free online decision archive access

•

Critical resources about land use, permitting
and the construction process

Subscribe Today Starting at $99.99
Landlaw Legal Publishers is offering all members of the Massachusetts Building Commissioners and Inspectors
Association nearly 80% off normal subscription rates for a 2016 electronic subscription to the Massachusetts
Land Court Reporter, the most comprehensive resource of its kind. This reporter covers and analyzes the decisions
of the Land Court. Stay fully informed about the legal issues relating to Chapter 40A, subdivisions, building permits,
zoning exemptions, and more.
• Published monthly in PDF format
• Includes unlimited and FREE access to our searchable online case database from 1993-present
• Over 600 subject matter classifications (such as religious and educational exemptions)
• Exclusive Cases Filed Report and Highlights—our report on the most important and noteworthy
cases filed with the Land Court during the previous month
• Exclusive quarterly commentary by Massachusetts Land Court expert Kendra L. Berardi
• Includes free CD with decisions as reported going back to 1993
• Standalone cumulative index volumes are compiled every five years (hard copy only)
Subscribe now for only $99.99* (regular price: $490). Or, receive a cumulative index volume along with your
subscription for only $160* (regular price $775).
Subscribe by emailing subscriptions@landlaw.com to take advantage of this offer. Mention “MBCIA” in the
subject line. MBCIA members who purchase a 2016 electronic subscription are guaranteed the discount through
2018.

*Applicable to new subscriptions only. Valid for current MBCIA members only. Rates do not include shipping/handling or sales tax.
Landlaw Legal Publishers focuses on specialized areas of Massachusetts law. Founded in 1987, the firm offers publications
in the areas of civil rights, civil service, environmental protection, labor relations, land use, special education, zoning, and more.
Learn more at www.landlaw.com.
675 VFW Parkway, #354, Chestnut Hill, MA 02467
800-637-6330 (MASS ONLY) 781-925-0907 New Subscriptions use ext 204.
contact@landlaw.com

